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CRE 3804 NUCLEAR ENGINEERING

SECTION 3

NEUTRON DIFFUSION

FICK'SLAW

Diffusion of neutrons in a medium is an important aspect of nuclear engineering since
neutrons interact with materials in different ways and travel through the medium in a
complex manner. If considered to be moving in a completely random manner the neutrons
diffuse in the same ma."U1er as the molecular diffusion of one gas within another. This
diffusion may thus be described in the same way as chemical diffusion. Fick's Law
describes such diffusion and states that ifthe concentration ofa solute is greater in one region
than another then the solute will diffuse from the region ofhigher concentration to a region
oflower concentration. In the same way neutrons diffuse down a concentration gradient in
a medium. In one direction (x-direction) this may be described mathematically as follows
where Jx is the neutron flow in the x-direction:

Jx = - D d<l>/dx

The neutron flux <I> is ofcourse the number ofneutrons n multiplied by their velocity v

<I>=nv

The flow Jx is thus propOrtional to the negative gradient ofthe number ofneutrons n (or flux
<1». The factor D is known as the dif.JUsion coefficient.

Note that the motion of the neutrons is completely random and that they diffuse in all
directions as they are scattered by collisions with nuclei. At any location x along the x
direction neutrons will be scattered and will diffuse both up and down the concentration
gradient. Since there is a greater number of neutrons to the left (up. the concentration
gradient) than to the right (down the concentration gradient) more will be scattered and more
will diffuse away from the location to the left. Thus more will diffuse down the
concentration gradient than up the concentration gradient.

In three dimensions the same situation applies and the flow ofneutrons is given by:
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J= -Dgrad<l>

J= -DV<I>

Here V is the gradient operator. The diffusion coefficient D is given approximately as one
third of the tnmsport mean free path Atr

D = 1..,)3

The transport mean free path in turn is the inverse of the macroscopic transport cross
section ~lr. This in tum is related to the macroscopic transport cross-section ~s and the
average value of the cosine ofthe angle at which the neutrons are scattered~. The value
of this can be related to the atowic mass number A of the medium.

~=2/3A

From the above it can be seen that, knowing the mass number A of the medium and its
macroscopic scattering cross section ~s the diffusion coefficient D may be calculated.

Pick's Law is however not an exact relation when applied to the diffusion ofneutroDs since
some are absorbed within the medium. It however can be used when considering most
reactor moderating systems which by design are weak: neutron absorbers. In particular
circumstances Fick's Law cannot be applied as it would give false results. Such
circumstances are:

*
*
*
*

In a medium that absorbs neutrons strongly
Close to a neutron source.
Near the surface of the medium.
In a medium having a beam ofneutrons

Nevertheless Fick's Law may be used in many preliminary calculations regarding the flow
ofneutrons within a given volume.
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NEUTRON BALANCE

In an arbitrary volume ofa certain medium containing neutrons the change in the number of
neutrons will be equal to the production minus the loss due to absorption or leakage.

an/at = Production - Absorption - Leakage

This may be expressed in tenns ofrate ofneutron production s and rates ofabsorption and
leakage

an/at = S - ~. <l> - div J

The leakage in three dimensions div J call be expressed in terms of the Laplacian so that

Under steady state conditions the change in neutron density is zero and t.~e steady state
diffUsion equation is obtained.

This equation may be rewritten in the following form:

V2<l> - 0::. /0) <l> = - S /0

Another paranleter the difJUsion length L may now be defined as follows:

U=D/~•

The steady state diffusion equation may thus be written as

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Fick's Law is not valid near the surface ofa medium. This is because, once neutrons have
passed through the surface of a medium, none are scattered back. Everywhere else in the
medium neutrons diffuse both up and down the concentration gradient. Just inside the
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surface there are none being scattered up the gradient since no scattering which would deflec.t
some back into the medium occurs just outside the medium. The result is a marked decrease
in the number ofneutrons near the surface. The neutron flux profile is steeper in this region
and cannot be predicted by Fick's Law. In order to be able to use Fick's Law compensation
is made for this dip in flux and the flux is assumed to decrease to zero at a certain distance
beyond the surface. By adding this extrapolation distance d to the dimensions ofthe medium
the neutron flux within the medium can be accurately predicted by Fick's Law while the
deviation ncar the surface is neglected. This gives an overail more accurate analysis since
the surface effects occur over a relatively short distance.

The extrapolation distance d may be calculated from the transport mean free path Atr or the
diffusion coefficient as follows:

d=O.7l ~

~=3D

d=2.13 D

Since the extrapolation distance is usually very small compared with the overall reactor
dinlensions it is often neglected.

DIFFUSION EQUATION

The general diffusion equation in the form given above may be applied to different
geometries and solved subject to geometrical constraints. By substituting known paranleters
into these solutions the neutron flux at any point in a medium may be obtained. One
dimensional solutions may be obtained relatively simply but three dimensional solutions are
more complex. Two typical solutions will be given nanlely that ofan infinite planar source
and that ofa point source.

Infinite Pllt:Iar Source

The steady state diffusion equation is:

V2<jl-<jl/U= -SID

Since the flux varies in the x-direction only and since there is no source within the diffusion
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medium itsclfthis reduces to:

The solution to this differential equation is:

<\> =A e-xIL

Fick's Law gives the flow ofneutrons as:

J = - D d<\>/dx

Differentiating the flux and substituting for d<\>/dx gives:

J = A (D 1L) e'xIL

But J is also the neutron flow leaving the source divided between the positive and negative
x-directions:

J=S/2

Equating the values for J gives:

S 12 = A (D 1L)e'xIL

A=SL/2D

The solution of the equation for neutron flux is therefore:

<\> = (S L 12 D) e'xIL

Point Source

The steady state diffusion equation is:

va<\> - <\> 1U = - S ID

Since the flux varies in the r-direction only this may be converted to spherical co-ordinates.
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Also since there is no source in the diffusing medium the source term is zero

(I / r) dldr (rl d<l>/dr) - <I> / U = 0

The solution to this differential equation is:

<I> = (A / r) e-rlL

Fick's Law gives the flow ofneutrons as:

J = - D d<l>/dr

Differentiating the flux and substituting for d<l>/dr gives:

J=DA {l/rL)+(1 /r~} e-rlL

But J is also the neutron flow leaving the source:

J = 8 /41t

Equating the values for J gives:

8/41t=DA {(I /rL)+(l /rl)} e-r1L

In the limit as r approaches zero this gives:

A= 8 / 41t D

The solution ofthe equation for neutron flux is therefore:

<I> = (8 / 41t D r) e-rlL

Other configurations may be solved in a similar manner but the mathematics is more
complex.

DIFFUSION LENGTH

The diffusion length L has already been defined and it has been shown that this can be easily
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calculated for any medium. In diffusing thrcugh a medium a neutron follows a zig-zag path
and migrates a certain distance from its origin before being absorbed. The average direct
distance that is migrates r is given by:

r=6U

Note that the total distance travelled is much greater due to its zig-zag path. This path is
made up of the number of collisions multiplied by the transport mean free path 4.

GROUP DIFFUSION METHOD

Neutrons when slowing down pass through a range ofenergies. Within each energy range
there is a certain probability of scattering or absorption within the medium. The general
diffusion equation may still be used but the diffusion characteristics change as the neutron
energy varies. The parameters for thermal neutrons are therefore not applicable to neutmns
at the higher energies occurring immediately after fission.

In order to solve the general diffusion equation accurately the neutron energy range has to
be divided up into a number of groups with each group having its particular diffusion
characteristics. A series ofdiffusion equations each with different parameters is therefore
obtained and applied to the neutrons within the appropriate energy range.

A complication is that not all neutrons are created with the same energy. The source term
must therefore be divided up so that the appropriate number ofneutrons enter each energy
group. A further complication is that neutrons do not all lose the same amount of energy
in a collision so they do not pass progressively from a particular energy group to the next
lower energy group. They may miss one or more groups should they lose a large amount
ofenergy in a single scattering collision. The net result is that any particular group will
receive neutrons from any higher energy group including the source and lose neutrons to
any lower energy group. All such transfers have a certain probability specified by the
group transfer cross section into the group ~n_i and out ofthe group ~i-m where i is the
group being considered and n and m are respectively the number ofhigher i:1Ild lower
energy groups.

This type ofanalysis is quite complicated and suited to computer analysis.
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TWO GROUP CALCULATION

Reasonably accurate results may be obtained by considering just two groups of neutrons
namely the higher energy group arising from fission and the thermal energy group consisting
ofthose having lost most oftheir energy. Two diffusion equations are therefore required for
fast and thermal neutrons respectively. If fast neutrons enter the medium from an external
source and are converted to thermal neutrons within the medium these equation are
respectively

Note that the trnnsfer cross section term of the fast neutron diffusion equation becomes the
sOll!"ce term of the thermal neutron diffusion equation.
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